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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are seen walking hand-in-hand after taking a ride in his red Pontiac from Katie?s Soho apartment all the way to Downtown?s Wall Street area.  Emilio arrived at Katie?s apt to pick her up, but first Katie invited her Chef boyfriend to her apt where the couple spent half hour inside before going for a joyride in his red Pontiac.  21 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes and Emilio Vitolo Jr.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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katie Holmes and boyfriend Emilio Vitolo Jr. are all smiles as they continue another steamy make-out session outside his restaurant in Downtown Manhattan. The lovebirds could not keep their hands off each other as they kissed for several minutes.  Later Katie walked by herself to Little Italy to pick up some Italian food as she patiently waited outside for 15 minutes. She made a last stop  to the supermarket to stock up on some groceries.  18 Sep 2020  Pictured: Katie Holmes.  Photo credit: LRNYC / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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